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Experimental characterization of post rigor mortis
human muscle subjected to small tensile strains and
application of a simple hyper-viscoelastic model

Laure-Lise Gras1,2,3,4, S ´e bastien Laporte1, Philippe Viot5 and David Mitton2,3,4

Abstract
In models developed for impact biomechanics, muscles are usually represented with one-dimensional elements having
active and passive properties. The passive properties of muscles are most often obtained from experiments performed
on animal muscles, because limited data on human muscle are available. The aim of this study is thus to characterize the
passive response of a human muscle in tension. Tensile tests at different strain rates (0.0045, 0.045, and 0.45 s21) were
performed on 10 extensor carpi ulnaris muscles. A model composed of a nonlinear element defined with an exponential
law in parallel with one or two Maxwell elements and considering basic geometrical features was proposed. The experimental results were used to identify the parameters of the model. The results for the first- and second-order model
were similar. For the first-order model, the mean parameters of the exponential law are as follows: Young’s modulus E
(6.8 MPa) and curvature parameter a (31.6). The Maxwell element mean values are as follows: viscosity parameter h
(1.2 MPa s) and relaxation time t (0.25 s). Our results provide new data on a human muscle tested in vitro and a simple
model with basic geometrical features that represent its behavior in tension under three different strain rates. This
approach could be used to assess the behavior of other human muscles.
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Introduction
Different muscle models have been developed in the
impact biomechanics field. Some are finite element
models with constitutive laws defined to describe both
the passive and active responses of the muscles in three
dimensions.1–4 For instance, Behr et al.1 proposed a
finite element model of a muscle that takes into account
the effect of muscle’s fibers. However, even though the
trend is to implement three-dimensional (3D) finite element models, muscles are still often described in most
of the human body models as one-dimensional (1D)
elements with specific properties.5–11 The muscles are
usually modeled with Hill’s model. This model has passive and active properties, and its passive mechanical
properties are obtained from experiments on animal
muscles and implemented in the human body models.
The passive response of muscles has been widely
studied with experiments performed on muscle in

compression12–19 or tension.20–29 However, most of
these experiments have been performed on animal muscles. Very few experiments have been conducted on
human muscles in vitro in compression14,30,31 and tension.32–34 Even if animal data are considered for human
body models, high variability is noted in the
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experimental results presented in the literature. For
instance, at the fiber level, Mutungi and Ranatunga35
found a Young’s modulus of around 1 MPa for slow
fibers and around 0.1 MPa for fast fibers of rats’ muscles, while Lieber et al.36 evaluated a Young’s modulus
of 462.5 MPa for human muscle fibers. These results
suggest that differences between human and animal
muscle tissue exist. Therefore, it seems relevant to study
human muscle tissue in vitro, even though such studies
imply limitations such as testing fairly old and not fresh
tissue.
Moreover, muscle mechanical properties differ from
one muscle to another in a same subject.34,37 Indeed,
Best et al.37 who studied two different muscles of the
rabbit leg found a stress at 10% strain for the tibialis
anterior that was 35% of the stress at the same strain
level for the extensor digitorum longus. Even though
results were normalized with global parameters common to both muscles, they show the difficulty in comparing data that depend on the muscle and also on the
applied experimental conditions. These differences may
be related to muscles’ geometry, fiber composition,
extracellular matrix (collagen), and so on. In order to
identify which characteristic is more prevalent on muscle response, a first step would be to characterize different muscles and thus create a database of muscle
mechanical properties.
Our group recently showed that the hyper-elastic
tensile behavior of the human sternocleidomastoideus
muscle can be described using a simple model (exponential) considering basic geometrical features (initial
length and cross-sectional area).32 In addition to the
hyper-elastic behavior, viscosity parameters have been
added through a first- or second-order Maxwell
model.33 The parameters were identified using an
inverse finite element method and a quasi-static tensile
test followed by a load-relaxation test. The secondorder model was more prone to characterize the viscoelastic response of the sternocleidomastoideus, but the
first-order model still gave a good estimate of the muscle response.
These results were obtained for a specific muscle,
age group, gender, and experimental protocol. In order
to extend our knowledge on human muscle hyperviscoelastic mechanical properties, the aim of this
article was thus to evaluate the ability of the same
simple hyper-viscoelastic model to characterize the
response of another human muscle subjected to a different in vitro experimental protocol including various velocities.

Materials and methods
Muscle specimens
Ten extensor carpi ulnaris muscles were collected from
the right and left forearms of five male subjects (mean
age: 71.6 years) that were frozen 4 days after their
death, that is, post rigor mortis, and slowly thawed at

4 °C before muscles were removed from the body. This
specific muscle was considered because it is superficial
and easily accessible. It is a pinnate muscle. The muscles were removed with their aponeurosis, tendons, and
two ends of bone blocks. They were wrapped in gauzes
soaked with physiological saline solution, vacuumpacked, and frozen at 220 °C. The muscles were slowly
thawed for 12 h at 4 °C and then stored for 2 h at ambient temperature until the tests were conducted.

Tensile tests
The muscle extremities were casted in jaws with an
epoxy resin (exothermic temperature below 50 °C)
(Figure 1). The osseous proximal extremity of the muscle was encapsulated in the jaw. The distal extremity
presented a large tendon. To limit its effect on the muscle’s response, it was set in the resin. The muscle was
placed vertically between the jaws, and care was taken
to avoid muscle twisting. The set of the muscle and jaws
was then placed on a servo-hydraulic testing machine
(INSTRONÒ 8802, High Wycombe, UK) controlled in
displacement.
After positioning, the muscle was in a slack state
that corresponded to a no-load position, and then the
muscle was elongated until a 5 N pre-load was reached.
This load corresponded to 5% of the expected load at
failure of the muscle that was determined from a series
of preliminary tests conducted up to failure on the
extensor carpi ulnaris muscle of three other human subjects. Then, cyclic tensile tests were applied to the muscle to reach a steady state (50 triangular cycles, total
amplitude: 2 mm, frequency: 0.5 Hz). This preconditioning phase was close to the experimental protocol proposed by Best et al.,37 Myers et al.,26 and
Noonan et al.27 who preconditioned a tibialis anterior
muscle of rabbit by applying 6 mm displacement (5%
of the load at failure), 1 Hz haversine for 50 cycles.
Moreover, Van Ee et al.38 have shown that for muscles
that were previously frozen, up to 50 cycles were
required to have a mechanical stabilization of the load
(less than 2% variation), and that this stabilization
induced a more reproducible response of the muscle.
At the end of the pre-conditioning phase, the length
l (mm) and cross-sectional area S (mm2) of the muscle
were defined. Afterward, stretch ramps of 8 mm displacement were applied to the muscle. Each muscle was
tested at three velocities: 1, 10, and 100 mm s21. The
ramps at 1 and 10 mm s21 were applied in a random
order, and then the test at 100 mm s21 was conducted.
Owing to high-speed grips, constant speeds were
imposed to the muscle during the whole tension phase.
After each ramp test, the sample was released back to
post-stabilization length at the same velocity. Between
each test, a rest period of at least 5 min was maintained.
A visual inspection of the muscle between each test
ensured that tissue was not damaged at the macroscopic level. Displacement d (mm) was measured with a
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) sensor

Figure 1. Protocol to place muscle in the jaws: (a) the muscle tendinous part is rolled around a screw, (b) muscle is placed in jaws
and its extremity is casted with epoxy resin, (c) extremities are casted with epoxy resin, and (d) final result.

(accuracy of 1%), and load F (N) with a 1-kN sensor
(accuracy of 0.5%). Over the 30-min duration of the
test, the muscle was regularly moistened with physiological saline solution to avoid dehydration. No sliding
of the specimen was observed during the experiments.

muscle, the width W was measured (Figures 2 and 3)
from the same images. This parameter was used to calculate the cross-sectional area of the muscle. This area
is assumed to be an ellipse
S = pab

Muscle’s geometrical parameters
Muscle’s initial length l and initial cross-sectional area
S were determined using two cameras placed in front of
the muscle (Figure 2). Each camera gave one image of
the muscle. The length l was measured on each image
after the pre-load. Then, at the middle length of the

ð1Þ

This assumption is based on a series of preliminary tests
where muscles were scanned and whose cross section in
the middle was approached by an ellipse. There was
1.8% error between the real area of the muscle and the
area estimated with the ellipse.
The ellipse’s parametric equation in the global reference space is

Figure 2. Top view of the position of the muscle on the testing machine and of the cameras in front of the muscle (distance and
orientation angle u), and definition of the coordinate systems (XY, and xc yc), length measured on the picture provided by the camera
(W), and the parameters of the ellipsoid (a and b).

Figure 4. Nonlinear viscoelastic model. The nonlinear element
is defined with parameters E and a. The Maxwell element is
defined with parameters EM and h.

Statistical analysis

Figure 3. Measurements of the different lengths l and W
obtained from the camera images. First, l is measured, and then
at middle length, W is measured in pixels. These measurements
are used to define the engineering strain and stress applied to
each muscle.

To assess the influence of velocity on muscle response,
a statistical test was used on the maximum stress
obtained from the experimental curves. The null
hypothesis expressed the fact that velocity had no significant influence on the maximum stress. A risk of 5%
was considered. As the number of tested muscles was
small, and the results were paired, the Wilcoxon signed
rank test for paired samples was used.

Nonlinear viscoelastic model
X = a cos (t);

ð2Þ

Y = b sin (t)

In the reference space of one camera, the projection
along the abscissa is
xc = a cos (t) cos (u) + b sin (t) sin (u)

ð3Þ

with u the inclination angle of the camera (15°). As a
consequence, W is the length obtained when xc is maximum, that is, when tan(t) = (b/a) tan(u), and its expression is

1=2
W
= a2 cos2 (u) + b2 sin2 (u)
2

ð4Þ

The two images obtained from the cameras gave two
measures of W, and with a nonlinear mean squares
method, the parameters a and b were identified, and
thus S. The cost function was
f = ð1=2Þ2 ½WCam no:1  WTheory 2
2

+ (1=2) ½WCam no:2  WTheory 

2

ð5Þ

The conversion coefficients from pixel to meters were
calculated using a reference length on the image. The
method was validated using a cylinder of 200 mm length
and 30 mm diameter. The mean error was 3.5%. For
each muscle, the method was reproduced three times in
a random order. The reproducibility error was less than
3%. The values chosen for l and S were the mean values
of these three measurements. These parameters were
used to obtain the engineering stress sexperiment = F/S
(Pa) and strain eexperiment = d/l of the muscle’s response.

A nonlinear viscoelastic model was chosen to characterize the engineering stress–engineering strain of each
muscle. This model is composed of a nonlinear element
in parallel with one (first-order model) or two (secondorder model) Maxwell elements (Figure 4). The nonlinear element response is defined by an exponential
law as proposed by Sten–Knudsen39
sNL =


E
exp (aeexperiment )  1
a

ð6Þ

where sNL is the stress for the nonlinear element (Pa),
eexperiment is the strain (eexperiment = d/l), E is a Young’s
modulus (Pa), and a is a curvature parameter
(dimensionless).
The stress sM(Pa) in the Maxwell elements in tension
is described as

 
n
X
t
ð7Þ
sM =
hi e_0 1  exp
ti
i=1
where t is the time (s), e_0 is the constant applied strain
rate depending on each muscle initial length, t i is the
relaxation time (s), hi is the viscosity (Pa s), and n is the
number of Maxwell elements used in the model. The
equivalent
P Young’s modulus for this element is
EM = ni= 1 hi =ti (Pa). The global stress can be written as
smodel  s0 = sNL + sM

ð8Þ

where s0 (Pa) is the experimental stress just after the
pre-load. The parameters of the model that have to be
identified are E, a, hi, and t i. These parameters were
identified using MATLABÒ R2008b software with a

nonlinear least-square method (function lsqnonlin, with
the trust-region-reflective method); the cost function
was
2
1
1
f=
sexperiment (v1 )  smodel (v1 ) +
n1
n10

2
sexperiment (v10 )  smodel (v10 )
2
1 
+
sexperiment (v100 )  smodel (v100 )
n100

ð9Þ

where sexperiment(v1) is the experimental stress at
1 mm s21, and smodel(v1) is the stress obtained according to equation (8) at 1 mm s21. The terms v10 and v100
refer to the 10 and 100 mm s21 velocities, respectively,
and n1, n10, and n100 refer to the numbers of experimental points for each tensile test at each respective velocity. Therefore, the identified parameters depend on
each muscle geometrical characteristics and applied
strain rates. During optimization, initial parameters
were necessary. They were the same for all the tested
muscles and for both the first- and second-order models:
Einit = 10 MPa, ainit = 50, hi init = 0.5 MPa s, and
ti init = 0.2 s. The identified parameters did not depend
on these initial values. To evaluate the model efficiency, the determination coefficient, R2, was calculated for each experimental curve, leading to three
coefficients for each muscle.
Since the constitutive laws employed are nonlinear,
it is not valid to simply take the mean of the material
parameters to obtain parameters describing an average
fit. Instead, the parameters defining average fits were
determined by the following procedure. Theoretical
curves were generated for the same strain and time
ranges using the constitutive equations (equation (8)),
geometrical characteristics (mean section and length of
the 10 specimens), and fitted parameters for each set (for
each of the 10 parameter sets corresponding to each subject and for each velocity). These curves could then be
used to define a single average curve for each velocity:
three curves were obtained. Then, the mean parameters

Table 1. Geometrical parameters for each tested muscle.
Muscle

l (mm)

S (mm2)

Subject 1 left
Subject 1 right
Subject 2 left
Subject 2 right
Subject 3 left
Subject 3 right
Subject 4 left
Subject 4 right
Subject 5 left
Subject 5 right
Mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum

218
236
242
224
203
207
221
184
264
277
228
28
184
277

74
73
129
270
77
87
244
175
213
185
153
75
73
270

SD: standard deviation.

Figure 5. Statistical results for the maximum stress. The mean
value and standard deviation are plotted. Differences between
mean values at each velocity are given in percentage when there
is a significant effect of velocity (n = 10).
*p \ 0.02, **p \ 0.01.

were obtained by fitting the model on the three average
engineering stress–engineering strain curves.

Results
Geometrical parameters were similar for all the muscles
(Table 1). The mean initial length after the pre-load
was 228 mm (standard deviation (SD): 28 mm), and the
mean cross-sectional area was 153 mm2 (SD: 75 mm2).
The engineering stress–engineering strain experimental
curves presented the same shape for all the muscles
(Figure 5). Inter- and intra-individual variabilities were
observed, as well as an effect of velocity on the
response. An increase in velocity led to an increase in
the maximum stress measured. The average maximum
stress was 0.46 MPa for 1 mm s21, 0.52 MPa for
10 mm s21, and 0.63 MPa for 100 mm s21 (Figure 5).
This result was confirmed by the statistical analysis. It
showed that the maximum stress was sensitive to velocity changes (Figure 5). All the changes in velocity
affected the maximum stress with an increase ranging
from 13% to 37%. Therefore, the need for a nonlinear
viscoelastic model was justified.
The strain and strain rates applied to the muscles
changed because of the muscles’ length. The maximum
strain was between 2.9% and 4.3%, with a mean
value of 3.6%. The average strain rate was 0.0045 s21
(SD: 0.0005 s21, minimum: 0.0036 s21, maximum:
0.0054 s21) for 1 mm s21, 0.045 s21 (SD: 0.005 s21) for
10 mm s21, and 0.45 s21 (SD: 0.05 s21) for 100 mm s21.
The parameters of the nonlinear model at the firstand second-order are presented in Tables 2 and 3. They
reflect the inter- and intra-individual variabilities of the
results. The results also present high similarity. The
results for the second-order model are almost exactly

the same as for the first-order model. The relaxation
times are the same and the sum of viscosity parameters
in the second-order model equals the viscosity parameter
of the first-order model. Therefore, a first-order model is
enough to characterize the muscles response. The nonlinear viscoelastic models properly described the experimental curves. The mean determination coefficient R2
was 0.98 (minimum: 0.95, maximum: 1.00) for all the
muscles tested at 1 mm s21, it was 0.99 (minimum: 0.98,
maximum: 1.00) at 10 mm s21, and it was 1.00 (minimum: 0.99, maximum: 1.00) at 100 mm s21. An example
of the first-order model response is shown in Figure 6.

Discussion
The passive properties of postmortem human muscle
tissue were studied using a simple nonlinear viscoelastic
model. Tensile tests at various velocities were performed on 10 extensor carpi ulnaris muscles in vitro.
The parameters of the model were identified using a
nonlinear least-square method.

The tested muscles were obtained from aged males.
These age group and gender features have an effect on
the results presented in this article. Mechanical parameters of the model would probably have been different
if muscles from a younger population or female subjects
have been chosen. To be able to draw more general conclusions on the muscle mechanical properties, further
experiments on a larger population are required.
The muscles were collected from human cadavers
that were frozen at 220 °C post rigor mortis and then
slowly thawed at 4 °C. Rigor mortis has an effect on
muscle mechanical properties.17,38,40 Indeed, muscle
stiffness increases significantly a few hours after death,
when rigor mortis onsets.17 Nevertheless, as highlighted
by Van Ee et al.,38 the Young’s modulus of muscles
tested post rigor mortis was not statistically different
from the Young’s modulus of muscles tested before
appearance of rigor mortis. However, the no-load
region was larger for preconditioned muscles tested
post rigor mortis compared to the ones tested before
appearance of rigor mortis, leading to a less stiff
response. Therefore, we can assume that the

Table 2. Parameters of the first-order Maxwell model for each tested muscle.
Muscle

E (MPa)

a

h (MPa s)

t (s)

EM (MPa)

Subject 1 left
Subject 1 right
Subject 2 left
Subject 2 right
Subject 3 left
Subject 3 right
Subject 4 left
Subject 4 right
Subject 5 left
Subject 5 right
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

9.4
12.0
7.9
3.7
8.9
9.3
3.5
3.3
4.5
5.6
6.8
3.3
12.0

28.5
25.8
37.4
30.7
28.1
26.4
33.7
28.9
39.5
44.6
31.6
25.8
44.6

1.8
1.2
3.0
0.2
1.9
1.0
1.1
0.4
1.0
3.0
1.2
0.2
3.0

0.30
0.11
0.29
0.14
0.34
0.25
0.43
0.09
0.46
1.33
0.25
0.09
1.33

6.0
10.4
10.3
1.5
5.6
4.1
2.6
3.9
2.1
2.3
4.7
1.5
10.4

Mean values of the parameters were obtained as described in section ‘‘Materials and methods.’’

Table 3. Parameters of the second-order Maxwell model for each tested muscle.
Muscle

E (MPa)

a

h1 (MPa s)

t 1 (s)

EM1 (MPa)

h2 (MPa s)

t 2 (s)

EM2 (MPa)

EM (MPa)

Subject 1 left
Subject 1 right
Subject 2 left
Subject 2 right
Subject 3 left
Subject 3 right
Subject 4 left
Subject 4 right
Subject 5 left
Subject 5 right
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

9.4
12.0
7.9
3.7
8.9
9.3
3.5
3.3
4.5
5.8
6.8
3.3
12.0

28.6
25.7
37.4
30.7
28.1
26.4
33.7
28.9
39.5
43.7
31.7
25.7
43.7

0.92
0.59
1.41
0.10
0.95
0.47
0.57
0.18
0.49
1.09
0.98
0.10
1.41

0.31
0.11
0.29
0.14
0.34
0.25
0.43
0.09
0.46
1.00
0.44
0.09
1.00

3.0
5.2
4.8
0.7
2.8
1.9
1.3
1.9
1.1
1.1
2.2
0.7
5.2

0.92
0.59
1.60
0.10
0.95
0.54
0.57
0.18
0.49
1.09
0.37
0.10
1.60

0.31
0.11
0.29
0.14
0.34
0.25
0.43
0.09
0.46
1.00
0.14
0.09
1.00

3.0
5.2
5.5
0.7
2.8
2.1
1.3
1.9
1.1
1.1
2.6
0.7
5.5

6.0
10.4
10.3
1.5
5.6
4.1
2.6
3.9
2.1
2.2
4.8
1.5
10.4

Mean values of the parameters were obtained as described in section ‘‘Materials and methods.’’

Figure 6. Example of model fitting with experimental curves.
The engineering stress–engineering strain curves obtained for
one muscle at each velocity are compared with the results
obtained with the nonlinear viscoelastic model.

mechanical properties of the muscles in this study were
not affected by rigor mortis. However, these results
were obtained for animal tissue and may differ from
human tissue. The differences between the response of
aged and fresh human tissue and between fresh human
tissue and fresh animal tissue are unknown. Moreover,
there is no evidence that viscoelastic properties are
affected or not by rigor mortis. These points should be
further investigated.
After collection, the muscles were preserved at
220 °C until testing. Cryopreservation is known to
alter the mechanical properties of soft tissues such as
muscle. According to Ralis,41 ice crystals are formed
within the tissue at temperatures between 215 °C and
260 °C, which damage the fibers of muscles. This was
confirmed by Gottsauner-Wolf et al.23 by histological
analysis that highlighted the presence of lesions within
the tissue. However, Van Ee et al.38 showed that the
post rigor freeze–thaw cycle was not found to affect the
strain–stress response of muscle, and that if the
mechanical properties were stabilized ahead of the test,
measurements were repeatable, but would underestimate the response of a fresh muscle, or a live muscle.
Consequently, experimental results are modified by this
conservative method and must be interpreted with caution. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the effects
of freeze–thaw process on the viscoelastic properties of
muscle tissue are unknown.
Regarding the strain, an elongation of 8 mm was
applied to the whole structure, which represents a mean
strain of 3.6% (SD: 0.5%). This value is in the range of
what was obtained in the simulations, but it is low
compared to strains observed in the literature. For
instance, Best et al.37 applied a strain of up to 12% on

rabbit muscles, and Bensamoun et al.42 applied 20%
strain on rat muscles in tension. In Gras et al.,32,33 the
strain applied to the human sternocleidomastoideus
muscle reached 14%. However, the experimental protocols proposed in these studies differ from the one used
with the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle, especially
regarding the initial state. In Gras et al.,32,33 the preload applied to the muscle is 2 N, whereas it is 5 N in
this study. This affects the tension in the muscle fibers
and thus the strain that fibers can reach thereafter;
muscle fibers were probably not only straighten but
already stretched.29 The extensor carpi ulnaris muscle is
also a pinnate muscle, and therefore, the muscle fibers
are smaller than in a fusiform muscle with parallel
fibers; there is more connective tissue in the muscle and
the tendons are inserted deeply in the muscle belly.
Consequently, muscle stretching is more limited.
Moreover, in preliminary tests, rupture of the muscle
was observed when the applied displacement exceeded
10 mm. This explains the low strain which is relative,
since the length of the muscle in situ was unknown.
The velocities applied to the muscles (1, 10, and
100 mm s21) correspond, respectively, to the following
strain rates: 0.0045, 0.045, and 0.45 s21. The strain
rates, as well as the strain applied to the muscles, were
thus representative of what would have been experienced in a low severity impact. For general impact,
higher strain and strain rates should be evaluated; however, the studied strain rates are still useful, for instance,
for the development of pre-crash human body numerical models8 where loadings are lower than in crash
situations and where muscles are modeled with 1D
elements.
In the literature, Best et al.37 used strain rates ranging from 0.01 to 2 s21 to demonstrate the sensitivity to
strain rate of rabbit muscles in tension. Taylor et al.43
studied the viscoelastic response of rabbit muscletendon units. They were submitted to stretch ramps
performed at 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 mm s21; yet the corresponding strain rates were not indicated. The tensile
tests performed by Myers et al.25,26 on rabbit muscles
were at strain rates of 1, 10, and 25 s21. Noonan
et al.27,28 evaluated the effect of two velocities, 10 and
100 mm s21, that corresponded to 0.1 and 1 s21, on various parameters such as stiffness on rabbit muscles. In
our study, even though the strain rates were lower than
in Myers et al.,25,26 they were sufficiently different to
highlight their effect on the muscle response, and thus
to allow the identification of the viscoelastic parameters
of the model.
Only the muscle initial length and cross-sectional
area were used to assess the mechanical parameters of
the model. They presented intra- and mostly interindividual variabilities, especially the cross-sectional
area. The entire geometry of the muscles has not been
assessed in this study. If it would have been the case,
subject-specific finite element models of each muscle
could have been created to determine their mechanical
properties with an inverse method. This could have

been helpful to identify the stress and strain distributions within the muscle; however, the goal of the study
was only to obtain apparent mechanical properties of a
human muscle that could be used for the definition of
1D muscles in numerical models. Therefore, only basic
geometrical features were required to characterize the
muscle response.32 In future work, these basic geometrical features could be easily derived from 3D geometry recorded, for instance, by a laser scanner.
The proposed nonlinear viscoelastic model is simple.
Only four to six parameters are required to describe the
response of the muscle in tension. The model is valid in
this case for small strain values, but its ability to model
muscle response at strain up to 14% has been previously
showed.32,33 The hyper-elastic response described with an
exponential law has been used to characterize the passive
response of other human muscle in tension at a low strain
rate.32,33 Regarding the viscoelastic behavior, a first- and
second-order Maxwell model was chosen.13,21,33,43,44 In
Gras et al.,33 the second-order model gave better results
than the first-order model; in this study, both models
gave the same results. The second-order model allows a
wider range of mechanical response.
The parameters identified with the model are specific
to the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle of the selected age
group and gender and for the specific experimental
conditions including velocities and pre-load. The
model’s parameters were identified using three experimental curves. Another test may be useful to obtain a
more precise estimate of the parameters. However,
Taylor et al.43 recommended no more than four tests
on a same muscle, because of observed alteration of
the muscle tissue thereafter. To ensure the measured
response was not altered, we decided to test only three
velocities.
The parameters are in the same order of magnitude
as those reported in the literature; however, they are
higher, in particular the Young’s modulus E. The
Young’s modulus E in our study is in mean 6.8 MPa,
whereas it was 2 MPa for a dog muscle in compression15 or a rabbit muscle in tension at 20% strain.26
For a lower limb finite element model, Behr et al.1 used
a Young’s modulus of 1 MPa in the tension direction
and 5 MPa in the direction perpendicular to the tension
direction. Gras et al.32 identified a Young’s modulus of
0.1 MPa for the human sternocleidomastoideus muscle.
Bosboom et al.13 used the Ogden’s law to characterize
the response of a rat muscle in compression; the equivalent Young’s modulus was 0.05 MPa. An explanation
for the high value of our Young’s modulus is the fact
that the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle is a pinnate muscle with a deep insertion of the tendons in the muscle
belly. Hence, it presents a larger amount of connective
tissue than a fusiform muscle such as the sternocleidomastoideus muscle, for instance. This modulus is an
apparent modulus for the muscle structure. In addition,
the initial state of the muscle affects the mechanical
response as mentioned previously. Moreover, the calculation of the Young’s modulus is based on the

calculated engineering stress. This stress depends on the
cross-sectional area. This area was preferred over physiological cross-sectional area because muscle was elongated in its longitudinal direction, and not in the fiber
direction. To improve the experimental protocol, medical imaging should be considered in order to obtain the
physiological cross-sectional area.
The curvature parameter a was 31.6 in this study.
For the sternocleidomastoideus muscle tested in tension,
it was 24,32,33 and for a rat muscle in compression it
was 21.13 Regarding the viscoelastic parameters h and
t, a comparison with the literature was not possible,
because no comparable data were found.
Comparison with the literature is also limited,
because very few experiments have been performed on
human muscles.14,31–34 Moreover, as highlighted by
Yamada,34 high variability exists in the response of different human muscles. For instance, Gras et al.32,33
measured a stress of 0.01 MPa at 5% strain for the sternocleidomastoideus muscle and at a strain rate of
0.001 s21; whereas in this work, at 3.6% strain and at
the lowest strain rate (0.0045 s21) the average stress
was 0.46 MPa for the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle.
Even though the experimental protocol differs slightly
from one experiment to the other and the physiological
cross-sectional area is not considered to calculate the
stress, there is a factor of 50 between the engineering
stress measurements at the same strain for these two
muscles. These values represent apparent properties of
the muscle structure, including the muscle belly and
connective tissue.
In conclusion, this work provides new knowledge of
the passive mechanical behavior of human muscles in
tension that could be useful in the field of impact biomechanics, as well as in biomechanics in general. It
proposes a simple nonlinear viscoelastic model considering basic geometrical features to describe the passive response of muscles in tension. The results could
be used in the definition of 1D muscles in human body
numerical models developed to reproduce pre-crash
events. However, it should be noted that these results
are obtained for one specific muscle. Indeed, the
results suggest the use of specific passive properties
for different groups of muscles in human body models. Therefore, the approach proposed in this study
could be reproduced to characterize other human
muscles.
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